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Abstract 

 

Provide an abstract of the manuscript (regular type 11-point Times New Roman) approximate 300 

words. The abstract should briefly state the problem or purpose of the research, indicate the 

theoretical or experimental plan used, summarise the principal findings, and point out major 

conclusions. The optimal length is one paragraph. (not exceeding 300 words) 

  

 

Keywords:  word1, word2, word3 (not more than 5 keywords and must be typed with a regular type 

11-point Times New Roman) Alignment must be formatted to full justification. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

 

This is the instruction for preparation of 

manuscripts for the food and applied bioscience 2012 

Proceedings. 

Standard English or American spelling is used but 

consistency should be maintained within a paper. The 

use of common or standard abbreviations is 

encouraged. SI unit must be used throughout. 

In the Proceedings the manuscripts will be 

reproduced directly from the file submitted by the 

authors. The authors must strictly follow the 

instructions for preparation of their manuscripts. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 General Setting 

Paper Size: The A4 paper size (21cm x 29.7cm or 

8.27" x 11.69") must be used. 

Length: The maximum document size for 

manuscripts is Six pages.  

Margins: The margin settings are as follow: Top & 

Bottom- Left & Right - 2.54 cm ". 

Page Layout: Type the manuscript in two columns 

80 mm wide with a space of 10 mm between the 

columns. Each column should be left and right 

justified. 

Fonts: Use type 12-point Times New Roman and 

single line spacing throughout the manuscript. 

 

 

2.2 Summary Page 

This page intends to be used for review process of 

the manuscript only. It must contain title of the article, 

authors and address, contact information and a 

summary of highlight point (1-5 sentences) indicating 

the main novelty of your work and suggested 

reviewers.  

 

2.3 Manuscript 

The manuscript must contain topic and style 

according to this template.  

Title: The title should be no longer than two lines. 

The title must be brief and grammatically correct. 

Avoid unusual abbreviations. Centre the title (14 point 

bold, capital letters), authors‟ names (12 point, 

regular), affiliations and addresses, and e-mail address 

of the corresponding author (9 point regular). Leave 

one blank line (12 point) after the title, the author 

names, and affiliations. Leave two blank lines (12 

point) between the e-mail address and the beginning of 

the manuscript. 

Abstract: Provide an abstract of the manuscript (9 

point bold) approximate 300 words. The abstract 

should briefly state the problem or purpose of the 

research, indicate the theoretical or experimental plan 

used, summarise the principal findings, and point out 

major conclusions. The optimal length is one 

paragraph.  

Style: Use separate sections for introduction, 

materials and methods, results and discussion, 

conclusions, acknowledgements (when appropriate), 
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and references. Type the section headings in bold style 

without indentation and leave one blank line before 

and after each main heading. Subheadings can be used 

as appropriate. Each section must be led by Arabic 

number in order to conveniently refer to in the text. 

Body Text: Use Times New Roman typeface (10 

point regular) throughout. Only if you want to 

emphasise special parts of the text use Italics. Start a 

new paragraph by indenting it from the left margin by 

5 mm (and not by inserting a blank line). 

Font sizes and styles to be used in the manuscript 

are summarised in Table 1. 

Tables and Figures: Paste tables and figures where 

needed (as close as possible to where they are 

mentioned in the text), if necessary spanning both 

columns. Number them consecutively using Arabic 

numbers (e.g. Table 1, Table 2, ..., Figure 1, Figure 

2,...) and provide a caption for each table and figure. 

Place captions above the tables and beneath the 

figures. Leave one blank line before, and one after the 

captions. Do not indent or centre the captions. Please 

keep in mind the distinction between tables and 

figures: tables only contain alphanumerical characters 

and no graphical elements. Do not use characters 

smaller than 8 points.  

 

Table 1: Font Sizes and Styles 

 

Item Font Size Font Style 

Title 14 Bold, Capitals 

Authors‟ names 12 Regular 

Affiliations, 

addresses, e-mail 

addresses 

  9 Regular 

Abstract   9 Bold 

Section Headings 10 Bold 

Body Text 10 Regular 

References   9 Regular 

 

Either black and white or colour illustrations or 

graphics are acceptable. Photographs should be 

submitted and scan as high quality photos. Do not 

submit poor-quality photocopies. If you use half tone 

(gray-scale) illustrations please keep in mind that there 

will be some loss in quality due to reproduction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Figure captions should be placed below the 

figure. 

References: References should be cited in the text 

by square brackets: Times New Roman typeface (9 

point regular); for example [1] or [1-3] or [1-3,5,7]. The 

list of references should be given in numerical order at 

the very end of your manuscripts under the heading 

„References‟ as in the last part of this sample 

manuscript.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

It is usual for the results to be presented first, 

followed by a discussion of their significance. Only 

strictly relevant results should be presented and 

figures, tables, and equations should be used for 

purposes of clarity and brevity. The use of flow 

diagrams and reaction schemes is encouraged. Data 

must not be reproduced in more than one form, e.g. in 

both figures and tables, without good reason. 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

It is a condition of publication that all manuscripts 

must be written in clear and grammatical English and 

be submitted to Food and Applied Bioscience 2012  

Web site at 

http://www.agro.cmu.ac.th/conference/2011/Academic

.html 
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